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“The survey has highlighted considerable dissatisfa ction with the 
appointments system, and an increase from 34% to 51 % of patients 
rating waiting times in surgery less than good; but  it is a tribute to 
the dedication and hard work of all staff that 77% of respondents 
still rate their overall satisfaction as excellent or good”.  

The November Meeting of the Patients Forum discusse d these 
survey results in detail and felt that, if all the staff’s 
experiences, views, and ideas were sought and added  to this 
document, then it would make an excellent starting point for 
the new Practice Manger when they take up post in J anuary. 
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A substantial in-practice survey of patients was carried out by members of the 
Patients Forum during the 2 week period Monday 10th October to Friday 21st October 
2011.  A total of 1029 patients (approximately 9% of the Practice List Size) 
completed the tick boxes describing their experience in making, and attending, that 
day’s appointment. In addition 500 of these respondents also wrote comments 
regarding improvements they would like to see.  About 200 of these covered more 
than one topic.   
 
The main topics commented upon were:  

1. Difficulty in making / unavailability of appointments (224 specific comments: 
41 covering appointments on the day, 106 covering pre-bookable 
appointments, the rest general comments regarding appointments);  

2. Inadequacy of Telephone System – usually difficulty getting through to make 
an appointment (113 specific comments in addition to the 224 specific 
comments regarding appointments);  

3. Unacceptably long waiting time in Surgery (76 specific comments);  
4. Poor communications with patients (30 related comments);  
5. Difficulty hearing PA system (22 comments);  
6. Specific Improvement to reception / waiting area (14 comments);  
7. Fine as things are - (45 specific comments);  
8. 21 Miscellaneous comments covering areas such as: Path from road 

treacherous with wet leaves and other access issues, Parking, Repeat 
prescription procedure, abuse of disabled parking bays, the website, and 
home visits for the very frail / elderly. 

 
Analysis of the tick box responses revealed that over the last two years, then apart 
from a significant increase in dissatisfaction with waiting times in surgery, there has 
been virtually no change in patient satisfaction in the other areas covered by the 
survey, and approximately 70% of patients continue to be seen by their doctor / nurse 
of choice - or express no preference.  
 
New questions not asked previously revealed over 90% of respondents liked the 
change to phone lines opening at 8am; and comments revealed this was appreciated 
by those in work, and with children of school age. This change had also improved 
phone access between 8am and 8.45am resulting in less engaged tones and need 
for redialling.  However one respondent wondered how long this effect would last 
once more people learned they could phone at 8am.  Several also commented that 
although they could now get through on the phone more easily all appointments for 
that day, and pre-bookable up to 3 weeks ahead, were often now fully booked before 
8.30am or 8.45am!   
 
It is unlikely that further changes to the phone system will bring about more 
improvement – phone access will only improve further once people don’t feel the 
need to phone as soon as the lines open, and this can only happen if the 
appointments system itself is optimised and becomes fit for purpose.  
 
Any hopes to communicate with large numbers of patients via the website were 
dashed by the fact that only 28% of those surveyed had actually visited the website. 
 
The survey has highlighted considerable dissatisfaction with the appointments 
system, and an increase from 34% to 51% of patients rating waiting times in surgery 
less than good; but it is a tribute to the dedication and hard work of all staff that 77% 
of respondents still rate their overall satisfaction as excellent or good, although there 
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has been a slight shift from overall excellence to good overall. There is also 84% 
satisfaction with opening hours; 94% satisfaction with the manner treated by staff; 
and 50% satisfaction with the phone system despite irritating, or unacceptable, 
problems for others. 
 

Further detailed analysis by day of the week, and by morning / afternoon / evening / 
nurse led clinics / doctor appointment etc. are provided at the end of this document, 
as well as lists of comments itemised by topic.  A searchable and filterable electronic 
Excel Workbook containing all 1029 responses in full is also available for detailed 
analysis.   
 

The two most immediate issues would appear to be increased waiting time in 
surgery, and optimisation of the appointments system.   
 

The following comments give a “quick overview” of the current situation: 
 
Me and my husband visited GP today. I did not need an appointment however the reception lady was 
wonderful and very helpful.  However this is not the same practice each time - very often the issue is 
that we cannot get an appointment when needed. 
 
I waited nearly 3 weeks to see the doctor of my choice and had to wait nearly 3 weeks after my scan 
to see her for the result. I find this unsatisfactory 
 
…….more often than not unable to get doctor of choice or an appointment that is convenient.  Also 
waiting time is ridiculous you can spend up to an hour and a half waiting for your appointments, it is 
annoying and time consuming - MUST IMPROVE 
 
Doctor told me to book another appointment 6 weeks from now before I left.  Unable to book 6 weeks 
ahead!! 
 
The problem is getting appointments same day I didn't have a problem today as I pre-booked last 
month for my blood test but if you need an appointment on a day that you fall ill it’s nearly impossible 
to get one. Think you should be able to book appointments for next day if you are not able to get one 
same day instead of having to go through the process of ringing and ringing the next day in the hope 
you are lucky and they can fit you in. 
 

The survey shows that there are variations from day to day.  Monday being 
particularly bad, followed by Friday.  Wednesday is better than average.   
 

One tried and tested way of reducing waiting times is to split surgery sessions in two 
- allocating a 20 to 30 minute admin/tea break in the middle for the doctor1.  This way 
if the doctor is running behind they can still take a shorter break, and can catch up 
with appointment times again.   
 
Optimisation of the appointment system requires reducing the demand for GP 
appointments and/or increasing the number of appointments/doctors.  
 

Reading through all 500 comments is an interesting and useful exercise in itself and 
reveals marketing/communication issues and misunderstanding on the part of 
patients as to what exactly is offered in the way of appointments and other services. 
 

Some questions: 
 

• Are there sufficient appointments - How many doctors’ appointments are 
made available each week and when was their distribution last reviewed? 

• What is the difference between a telephone consultation and the duty doctor? 
• Why do a number of patients believe advance appointments cannot be made? 
• What is the extent of the unsatisfied backlog / demand for appointments? 
• Is the existing distribution of “book on the day” and “pre-bookable” 

appointments and clinics optimal? 
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• Are the surgery times/days optimal? 
• Are “medicals” (30 minutes each) and/or other tasks taking up valuable 

appointments at times of peak demand? 
• If the total number of appointments offered cannot be increased can some be 

recovered? – For instance what percentage of their appointments do the GPs 
think could have been dealt with directly by a nurse for treatment / tests 
before seeing a doctor only if results indicated this was necessary? 

• What is the current waiting time to the third available pre-bookable 
appointment, and how has this fluctuated since the last survey? 

• Despite patients being told all the appointments for the day had gone, how did 
some appointment slots remain unallocated at the end of some days?  

• As well as the above what is the current level of, and trend for, DNAs? 
 

One patient summed up his feelings as “If you think this Practice is bad you should 
have experienced my last one before I moved to Wirral”! 
 

Some Practices2 have tackled similar issues by re-shaping demand - discouraging 
follow-up appointments on their busiest day, and moving all Monday clinics to a less 
busy day in the week. They also looked again at pathology results, and whether the 
patients required face-to-face consultation for results. They added further sessions 
each week for the practice nurses, and changed some GP-led clinics to nurse-led 
clinics, freeing up 15 to18 more GP appointments per clinic.  
 

They calculated how many extra appointments were needed to clear the excess 
demand/backlog, and then added sufficient extra appointments to each day of the 
week for two weeks. They also capped pre-booked appointments to one week on a 
short-term basis. As soon as they had more control over their appointment system, 
they offered pre-bookable appointments again. They re-assessed the effect of 
teaching sessions, practice meetings, study sessions and their half-day closure. 
They re-prioritised and agreed to avoid holidays in the busiest months, and not to 
attend courses or take leave on Mondays without consultation with the other staff. 
Policies were reviewed/written to cope with excess demand and with “extras”, and it 
was clarified that the practice manager and senior receptionists were responsible for 
immediately implementing contingency plans when necessary.  
 

Other Practices have taken more drastic steps such as scraping existing 
appointment systems and introducing the Stour Access System where GPs (not 
nurses or receptionists) carry out triage of all requests for appointments. Stour 
Access doesn’t suit all practices but claims only 1/3 of patients need to see the GP, 
1/3 of patients need to see a nurse, and 1/3 of patients can be dealt with over the 
phone. 
 

The November Meeting of the Patients Forum discussed these survey results in 
detail and felt that, if all the staff’s experiences, views, and ideas were sought and 
added to this document, then it would make an excellent starting point for the new 
Practice Manger when they take up post in January. 
 

Whatever steps Eastham Group Practice eventually decides to take please run them 
past the Patients Forum first and maximise the benefit from marketing the changes 
as “being in response to the input of over 1000 patients!”  
 
 

 
1 Using the GP Patient Survey to Improve Patient Care: A Guide For General Practices ISBN: 978-1-901805-30-7 November 

2009 
2
 High impact changes for Practice Teams: NHS Institute for Innovation and Improvement, The Improvement Foundation, 

Gateway Number: 6898 
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Results of the  Survey 
 
COMPARISON OF THE JANUARY 2010 SURVEY RESULTS WITH OCTOBER 2011  
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RESULTS  FOR OCTOBER 2011 SURVEY FOR EACH DAY, AM/PM, EVENING, CLINICS
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TUESDAY TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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THURSDAY TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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FRIDAY TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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AM TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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PM TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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EVENING TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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NURSES TOTALS FOR SURVEY
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22 COMMENTS ON TANNOY (PA) SYSTEM (4%) 

1. Improved intercom for doctors call. Have to rely on other people as I am deaf. A visual display 
would be very helpful 

2. When waiting room is full the background noise of conversation, radio, coming and going of 
patients often make it hard to hear one's name called.  Louder tannoy / some visual indication 
perhaps 

3. A monitor showing peoples names when they are ready for their appointments 
4. Screen as well as announcements of patients name 
5. You can't hear the doctors call your name over the PA system and there is no PA in the toilet 

areas 
6. Sound system inadequate cannot hear name called 
7. Sometimes difficult to hear who doctor is calling  
8. Tannoy not very clear 
9. Improve public address system as I struggle to hear when my name is called 
10. Increase the volume / improve the clarity of the Tannoy system calling patients to their 

respective doctor 
11. Difficult to hear and understand announcements on PA system. Sometimes muffled 
12. Hearing causes a problem 
13. I am hard of hearing! I would appreciate more volume on the loud speakers! 
14. TANNOY SHOULD BE CLEARER AND SLOWER Several people commented on website 

and repeat prescription page including advice on page to "obtain next prescription in plenty of 
time before current prescription runs out" not being followed/allowed by Tree Tops Pharmacy 
with their Monthly Repeat Prescription Service. 

15. Sometimes when surgery is busy it is difficult to hear your name being called due to noise due 
to talking, phones going, doors opening and closing but I don't know how this could be 
improved 

16. Can't always hear name being called especially if surgery is busy 
17. I am very pleased with the practice and the reception staff are very helpful. Do have a 

problem hearing the GPs intercom calling names 
18. Speaker in the middle of place where patients sit may help those like myself who are hard of 

hearing 
19. At times intercom system not very clear 
20. If you can't get through on the phone at 8am by 8.20am all the appointments are gone for the 

day. Patient announcement system is not clear or loud enough 
21. Screen to compliment tannoy 
22. The intercom could be clearer 

 
17 COMMENTS ON RECEPTION / WAITING AREA (3%) 

1. TWO PEOPLE REQUEST A COLD WATE DISPENSER 
2. Provide a drinking water fountain in reception 
3. Could do with a water dispenser for a drink while waiting. Could do with a bus to come into 

practice 
4. DELEGATION OF SEVERAL PEOPLE REQUESTED A COLD WATER DISPENSER AND 

CUPS BE PROVIDED ROUTINELY 
5. Install screen with information of appointment delays with reasons where applicable 
6. Having something to read available (mags etc.). Having music in background (Classic FM, 

Radio 4 :-)) Installing tropical fish tank to be maintained by contract firm like Debenhams 
Chester) GP was pleasant and apologised for long delay. Better music and a separate room 
for people who are clearly ill to wait in so no-one can catch what they have 

7. A play area for children please or TV for all patients or music 
8. Could maybe have more reception staff on duty 
9. Only one receptionist was on duty - very hectic 
10. More receptionists on hand 
11. Depends who's on reception 
12. Face the clock to the wall - (time drags) 
13. Ensure hand gel is available at self check in 
14. Used touch screen check in 
15. Tried to book in by touch screen but as appointment was with nurse was unable to do this. Is 

this correct? 
16. Wifi connection 
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29 COMMENTS ON COMMUNICATIONS (6%) 

1. Need to know when doctors I wish to see are in the surgery. 
2. I think the service has improved but I wasn't informed about the changes 
3. Last time visited midwife I waited over 40 minutes. Did not know due to earlier patient fainting 

until seen midwife.  If appointments run late (over 20 minutes) some communication be good 
rather than getting stressed and angry in waiting room.  

4. Wrong information given several times regarding out of hours.  E.g. sent to out of hours with 
young children and told doctor present only to find that only nurses there. The out of hours 
have since spoken to practice with details 

5. A visual display showing delays by doctors and nurses and reasons would ease unease of 
patients and ease load on receptionist 

6. I was not aware the practice was now allowing people to phone from 8am 
7. Number doctors doors over the top at right angles to wall/door so they can be seen from end 

of corridor 
8. I only found out by accident that you can now make an appointment from 8am It has not been 

conveyed to patients properly. Also many patients are not aware that you can book 
appointments in advance now. You can't hear the doctors call your name over the PA system 
and there is no PA in the toilet areas 

9. I would like more information on receiving and interpreting test results without seeing the 
doctor 

10. Do not know the names of the doctors at practice they change so often 
11. Photos of health support members so I can leave a note and get in touch with them if I have a 

point to raise, otherwise very good service. 
12. Why was I told to phone back at 9.30am when the lines are open at 8am? Apart from the 

above query the usual experiences in practice are fine 
13. My doctor was Dr Williams. I don't know who my doctor is now  
14. Not aware appointments could be made from 8am now - better communication also not aware 

of website 
15. Returning for 48hr repeat prescription not told surgery closed for training that day 
16. Should have sent letter out telling people had changed the time to make appointments to 

8am. I was ringing at 8.30 and all gone also thought surgery open to make appointments at 
8am so waiting outside and didn't open until 8.30 so had to ring standing outside 

17. On the whole it’s a good practice but after a heart operation I had no after care had to drive 
myself to doctor - nothing set up 
 

The following indicate lack of awareness by patients: 
18. Have more appointments available - or a different system in place for full time workers 
19. As I work full time it would be helpful to book appointments in advance. Quicker ring back on 

over the phone consultations 
20. Should be able to book appointments in advance i.e. the day after or in a few days. People 

like myself, due to work commitments, cannot get to a phone first thing in the morning 
21. Would like to book in advance if unavailable at 8am due to work commitments.  I work away 

from home so makes things difficult to make arrangements 
22. As a long-distance lorry driver I have no chance of getting an appointment (It helps if I don't 

work) I have to go to the hospital like my friend in my trade. Can they turn up the speaker 
23. Computer log in - does not show whether nurse is working upstairs or down 
24. Able to book an appointment in advance rather than phoning on the day. Especially for none 

urgent problems or regular check ups 
25. Difficulty to book appointment and arrange time off work - would like to pre book if possible 
26. Waiting time in surgery too long. Please be more considerate to people who have to go to 

work. Just because you need to see a GP doesn't mean you are sick! On many occasions I 
have rung at 8.30 (appreciate now its 8am) and been unable to make an appointment for the 
same day as already fully booked - yet unable to pre-book an appointment ??? 

27. It would be nice to be able to see own doctor when needed and to pre-book appointments 
28. When rang at 9am all appointments and telephone appointments are gone, so told sorry we 

can't help today. I find it wrong we cannot pre-book, sometimes its taken me a long time to 
get appointment 

29. I can't think of any improvement other than if you need to ask the Dr about more than one 
problem you are not given the choice to make a longer appointment 

 
22 MISC COMMENTS (4%) 

1. Path from road treacherous with wet leaves 
2. Entrance and exit to both surgeries is both dangerous and difficult 
3. Cleaning outside the practice - leaves snow etc. 
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4. Parking for cars at some times is not enough spaces - we had to park on road before gates 
5. Parking bad no room had to park down road 
6. Parking is very difficult 
7. Parking was a nightmare today 
8. Taxis parking in disabled parking bay - very annoying 
9. Cars in disabled parking bays 
10. Several people commented on website and repeat prescription page including advice on page 

to "obtain next prescription in plenty of time before current prescription runs out" not being 
followed/allowed by Tree Tops Pharmacy with their Monthly Repeat Prescription Service 

11. As I am 91 years of age it would have been more convenient to have home visits 
12. If I phone ahead to tell you I'm running late and you still say to come - please don't then say I 

can't be seen when I get here! I rearranged everything due to traffic to make sure I still got 
here! - for no good reason. Just tell me NOT TO COME when I call - that's why I called!! 

13. I think this is a good doctors and can't think of how to improve the service apart from repeat 
prescription procedure. After heart surgery I can't make it in to the surgery alone to re-order 
medications and I can't lift my laptop to reorder online. The one time I did try to re-order online 
it didn't work. I think patients should just be able to phone if they want to order repeat 
prescriptions 

14. Encourage practice to improve "new" method of ordering prescription online. The old one 
worked but so far the new one won't let me use it. 

15. The website was very difficult to get on - in the end I gave up 
16. Should be 24 hour service 
17. Luckily don't come very often so really can't comment 
18. Keep supporting the Patients Forum 
19. Came for Flu jab not doctor 
20. Glass of wine  
21. Serve the patient always 
22. Nobody listens anyway 

 
76 COMMENTS ON WAIT TIME IN SURGERY (15%) 

1. 30 minutes wait in surgery. To be able to book appointment with doctor of choice when 
advised by doctor to book immediately when symptoms re-occur 

2. 40 minutes wait 
3. 30 minutes wait. Had to wait for over a week for a bookable appointment after hours. Work in 

NHS and very hard to get time off work need more bookable appointments out of hours. Also 
very hard to get through in morning to book an appointment when I usually get through they're 
all gone for the day 

4. 55 minutes wait 
5. 45 minutes last week! Continuity of care - never see same doctor for same condition. Almost 

impossible to make follow up appointment for blood pressure check when recommended by 
doctor 

6. I always seem to wait over 40 minutes to see the doctor (which is usually a different one each 
time through my choice) and this is not entirely practical when waiting with small children. 
Maybe the practice could install a small area with toys to keep children occupied while waiting 

7. SEE ME ON TIME? 7 VISITS, DELAYS OF UP TO 45 MINUTES - AVERAGE DELAY 20 
MINUTES  

8. More consideration to be given to patients who work full time when trying to arrange 
appointments. The 8am phone lines should help. My experience on this occasion was 
relatively straightforward but previously my ticks would average/poor waiting time usually 30 
minutes plus, no apology or explanation 

9. Waiting for doctor takes too long even when appointment booked 
10. Last time visited midwife I waited over 40 minutes. Did not know due to earlier patient fainting 

until seen midwife.  If appointments run late (over 20 minutes) some communication be good 
rather than getting stressed and angry in waiting room.  

11. Ring patients when doctors are running over 30 minutes late to save waiting in room full of 
germy people and advise to come later 

12. Cut waiting times for doctor. Hard to get early appointment with own doctor 
13. By my phoning for my appointment I was told 10 min consultation with doctor but some 

patients were in for 15 to 20 minutes which resulted in me waiting in waiting room for 40 
minutes + 

14. Over several years I have been seen at the right appointment time 
15. Need longer appointments than 10 minutes 
16. The time waiting could be shorter 
17. The doctor was running nearly half an hour late, it could have been better 
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18. Waiting time could be improved 30 minutes or more could be shorter 
19. Length of time waiting in practice depends who the doctor is  
20. Waiting times can be a bit long but I can understand why 
21. Too long waiting for phone to be answered and though ringing at 8.10am it was hard to get 

this appointment. 30 minutes wait in surgery 
22. I have always found staff extremely helpful and always managed to get an appointment on 

the day but I do always phone at 8 and after a few times get through only issue is that 
appointments are always running late but normally only by 10 to 15 minutes 

23. The wait time on the computer screen when checked in said 40 minutes behind. But it was 
much longer than that. People need to be told and asked if they would like to wait or would 
like to make another appointment 

24. Reduce time in waiting area. Would like to see my own doctor than someone else 
25. Had to wait over 1 hour for my appointment - some information as to the wait would have 

been useful 
26. Arrived for appointment at 11.20 doctor already running 40 minutes late, not a good start 

could not see doctor of my choice (requested 2 different doctors) 
27. 20 minutes wait. 4 weeks to get an appointment. Should have a water dispenser for patients. 

Don't like to have to discus so much details with the reception staff just to get an appointment. 
Can't understand if they're trying to squeeze you in but otherwise don't think it is always 
necessary to ask about your illness 

28. Make it easier to see the doctor you want to see, also make pre-booked appointment more 
available. Wait times in the past have been poor with wait times coming up to almost an hour 

29. Hopefully doctor not running 30 minutes behind when waiting with a young child. Didn't know 
about new times (8am) so all telephone consultations had gone when I rang at 8.30 

30. 30 minutes wait - was just lucky getting appointment this time 
31. Unable to get through on the phone when calling at 8am. Phones are engaged and more 

often than not unable to get doctor of choice or an appointment that is convenient. Also 
waiting time is ridiculous you can spend up to an hour and a half waiting for your 
appointments, it is annoying and time consuming - MUST IMPROVE 

32. Doctor overrunning half an hour not acceptable 
33. Doctors usually behind booked times. Sometimes up to an hour. Sometimes needed to cancel 

an appointment with someone else because of this or late back to my workplace 
34. 20 minutes wait. Greater flexibility for children. Sometimes can't get appointment which is not 

good enough 
35. The screen said doctor is running on time but a patient has just gone in to see my doctor on 

my appointment time so she's obviously late 
36. Always running late, can't understand how I can make an appointment at 8.30 in the morning 

for that day only to arrive and find the doctor is running over half an hour late within an hour of 
opening? 

37. 25 minute wait. Time wasted by recorded messages on phone 
38. 50 minute wait. Shorter waiting times. Better opportunities to make non-urgent appointments 
39. Doctor was running 20 minutes late 
40. Make contact by telephone easier. Keep appointments to 10 minutes as advised. Try to keep 

appointments as near to time as possible, have waited 30 minutes to 1 hour in past 
41. 22 minute wait More available appointments. Generally a half hour wait from appointments 

time 
42. 45 minute wait 
43. 20 minute wait 
44. Happy with practice. Sometimes you wait too long in waiting room: but not often enough to 

complain. Clean and friendly environment 
45. Overall it's fantastic. My only point would be that the last time I came I waited 40 minutes 

which was irritating 
46. Better being able to phone at 8am waiting time in surgery on average 45 minutes 

unacceptable especially when waiting with a sick child 
47. Waiting time too long. Haven't seen own doctor for years. Appointment 4.40 arrived 4.30 saw 

doctor 5pm 
48. Waiting time I have arrived for an appointment for my 6yr old son only to find out we have at 

least a 20 minute wait. He has a temperature and feeling pretty unwell so we could do without 
this 

49. Waited half hour which is normal when I have been before 
50. Arrived in plenty of time Appointment was 9.20 Called to see doctor at 9.40 left surgery at 

9.55 
51. I know GPs are under pressure but some of the waiting times are extremely long 
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52. 30 minutes past appointment time! But I have waited 1 hour in the past when told that the 
doctor was running 25 minutes late! Inform patients of 10 minutes time slot and KEEP to that 
as far as possible 

53. I usually have to wait quite a while past my appointment time to see my preferred choice of 
GP but she never rushes my appointment and so I am therefore happy to wait until she is 
free. Would like to be told by reception staff that there is a waiting time 
 

54. Better waiting time and better appointment services as at the moment you can only book an 
appointment for the same day 

55. 30 minute wait. Shorter waiting times especially as delays cost my client extra care time if I go 
over my shift time. 

56. Waiting time is frequently excessive 
57. Clinics excellent service. Sometimes long wait for doctors surgery 
58. 20 minute wait. Do away with the pre-amble before you get through, waste of time and holds 

calls up. Screen as well as announcements of patients name 
59. 20 minute delay. Should have sent letter out telling people had changed the time to make 

appointments to 8am. I was ringing at 8.30 and all gone also thought surgery open to make 
appointments at 8am so waiting outside and didn't open until 8.30 so had to ring standing 
outside 

60. 20 minute wait. Have attended the surgery 4 times in the last 3 months and have seen 4 
different doctors which is bad as you have to explain everything from the beginning 

61. I often come to the doctor with my young children and sometimes we are sat waiting for quite 
a while which is very stressful. I personally work for the NHS and always see my clients on 
time and find it unsatisfactory that we have to wait for these lengths of time 

62. Waiting time in surgery too long. Please be more considerate to people who have to go to 
work. Just because you need to see a GP doesn't mean you are sick! On many occasions I 
have rung at 8.30 (appreciate now its 8am) and been unable to make an appointment for the 
same day as already fully booked - yet unable to pre-book an appointment ??? 

63. Just waitin around being late 
64. Told other practices open at 8am. Don't mind wait in practice as at least you know that the 

doctor takes time to listen and doesn't rush patients through their appointment 
65. Waiting times reduced - I have to allow an hour 
66. Make time booked longer with doctor then appointment will not go over and wait will not be so 

long to go in 
67. Good today as was only giving blood. My last experience - I was left waiting an hour to see 

doctor. Saw locum who could not help and then could not make appointment to see correct 
doctor until following Tuesday - was not happy 

68. Have more people on the phones. Make the length of time waiting in the practice a bit shorter 
because its full of sick people and you could catch something 

69. Shorten waiting times for appointments. More telephone lines. Better Customer Service on 
phones 

70. I don't like not being able to get through to receptionist. Today I am having to wait for 30 
minutes to see phlebotomist and nothing to read - but I only waited 10 minutes! 

71. Increase appointment times, to avoid long wait for doctor (particularly Dr Bush - very popular) 
72. 20 minute wait. Last week the doctor asked me to make an appointment for 3 weeks time. I 

was unable to make the appointment and was asked to ring on 31st October 
73. 15 minutes wait today is average has been 50 minutes to 1 hour previous 
74. I waited for over half an hour over my appointment time and was in a lot of pain. Seems to 

happen every time I am at the surgery On the other hand 8am start time to ring is fabulous for 
me as I leave for work at 8:15 and find it difficult to ring at 8:30 

75. Shorter waiting times 
76. HOW CAN A DOCTOR BE 30 MINUTES LATE FOR THE FIRST APPOINTMENT OF THE 

DAY - AND YES THEY WERE IN THE SURGERY AT THE APPOINTMENT TIME.   
 

113 COMMENTS ON PHONE SYSTEM (22%) 
1. The earlier opening time for phone lines is great but it still takes on average 20 times to get 

through 
2. Telephone booking - I ring at 8.30 and all the bookings have gone 
3. Sometimes I have phoned at 8.30am and found the surgery is fully booked. How can a 

surgery become fully booked within the space of 5 minutes phoning up? Apart from this happy 
with everything 

4. More consideration to be given to patients who work full time when trying to arrange 
appointments. The 8am phone lines should help. My experience on this occasion was 
relatively straightforward but previously my ticks would average/poor  
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5. Telephone lines are always busy with long waiting times 
6. Normally at work at 8.30 so earlier time best 
7. Patients will start calling at 8am rather than 8.30 - are they then still more likely to get through 

without making numerous attempts 
8. Mainly phone system which allows you on quickly but actual live response can be ages at 

cost. 
9. I would like to say that being able to phone for an appointment from 8am is an excellent idea. 

It saves me from queuing outside the surgery from 8am. Thank you 
10. I'm glad the phone lines open at 8am now it makes it easier for those of us at work 
11. Cannot get through (telephone) 
12. Yes the earlier the better, especially those people going to work 
13. Telephone poor first thing in the morning. Working full time difficult to get an appointment - 

better but still a problem now I am part time. Extended opening hours with more priority for 
working patients.  I feel I need to also mention the reception staff and doctors are very caring, 
helpful and considerate 

14. More phone lines to ANSWER CALLS in morning. Hearing test available at clinic not having 
to go elsewhere 

15. More telephone staff. Usually go to Walk-in Centre it's easier to get appointment 
16. Very difficult to get through on phone I do not drive I mostly get my husband to run me to 

surgery to make an appointment it is difficult coming twice 
17. Ease of contacting surgery by phone - length of time trying to call is unacceptable 
18. No matter what time you get through on the phone it is really a gamble whether you actually 

get an appointment at the practice rather than a telephone consultation and almost never do 
you get the GP you ask for 

19. My travel to work / working day starts at 7.30 and to phone at 8am or soon after is often 
difficult or impossible, and then I have to remember! 

20. Phone line easier to get through today than normal also first time in a while been able to get 
GP choice 

21. Put telephone calls in a queue instead of patients having to keep calling time and time again 
to get the engaged tone. VERY BAD EXISTING SYSTEM 

22. Phone engaged solid from 8am to 8.25am 
23. I can never get through to the surgery in the morning to make an appointment for the day so 

end up queuing up outside 
24. I find it very difficult to get appointment over the phone, you either have to get down before 

surgery opens or sometimes wait days 
25. Extra phone lines, this then brings additional problem of staffing! 
26. Even though the phone in time has been altered it is still difficult to get an appointment 
27. Too long waiting for phone to be answered and though ringing at 8.10am it was hard to get 

this appointment. 30 minutes wait in surgery 
28. Change the phone intro which delays getting to the main body of the conversation 
29. Can never get through on phone first thing of morning, when I get through it is fully booked 
30. More staff at reception and more staff on phones in morning to make appointments 
31. telephone very poor. Appointments usually gone when eventually phone is answered 
32. Problems getting through on phone. I come down and make appointment but everyone has 

this problem 
33. Need to be able to make phone contact without having to ring about 20 times! No 

exaggeration 
34. Quicker response to the phone  
35. Tried for 20 minutes to get through and could not get an appointment with my own doctor. I 

work - difficult to get appointment to fit in with my doctor 
36. This is an improvement as I feel little allowance made for patients who work but still need to 

book an appointment 
37. Calling up at 8am no one answered the phone when they did I was told that there was no 

appointments till the week after when I had been calling every day for a week 
38. Improve phone system 
39. More phone lines to book appointments 
40. Making an appointment first thing in the morning is still difficult. It is still hard to get through 
41. Should be able to book appointments in advance i.e. the day after or in a few days. People 

like myself, due to work commitments, cannot get to a phone first thing in the morning 
42. I get annoyed when trying to make an appointment. I start dialling on time but it is usually 30 

minutes or more before I get through only to be told all appointments for that day have gone. I 
do hope you can sort this problem out - Thanks 

43. It is frustrating trying to get through on the phone but I realise the practice tries their best to 
rectify it overall I am very happy with all aspects of the surgery 
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44. Ease of contacting. Have never been able to contact practice in morning 
45. No appointment left when eventually one can get through on the phone 
46. Personally it is very difficult to get through at opening time then as an employed person it is 

difficult to get an appointment sooner rather than much later and at convenient times around 
employment 

47. Unable to get through on the phone when calling at 8am. Phones are engaged and more 
often than not unable to get doctor of choice or an appointment that is convenient. Also 
waiting time is ridiculous you can spend up to an hour and a half waiting for your 
appointments, it is annoying and time consuming - MUST IMPROVE 

48. I am unable to ring at such early hours so by the time I can call there are no appointments left 
and you're not allowed to book in advance. Leaving me with severe problems getting an 
appointment 

49. I work shifts so cannot get appointments around these times. I cannot pre-book an 
appointment and am unable to ring in the mornings. I work early 6am to 2pm. I think there 
should be a bit more flexibility for shift workers 

50. 30 minutes wait. Had to wait for over a week for a bookable appointment after hours. Work in 
NHS and very hard to get time off work need more bookable appointments out of hours. Also 
very hard to get through in morning to book an appointment when I usually get through they're 
all gone for the day 

51. Happy about 8am booking appointment 
52. A quicker response time when arranging an appointment and a quicker repeat prescription 

turn around 
53. The phone was answered in a reasonable time and I was dealt with in a good manner 
54. Answer phones quicker 
55. I phoned 20 times this morning and then a long recorded message. These obviously take up 

too much time! Sorry 
56. Generally very good - difficult at times to contact by phone 
57. The long recorded messages when I phone drive me round the bend. I don't understand 

when I should make a "non-urgent" appointment or phone early in the morning. I feel the 
government statistics probably get in the way of best practice. The doctors, nurses and 
reception staff are all very good. 

58. The telephone appointment system very poor. Constantly engaged for well in excess of over 
half an hour 

59. Although being able to phone early you still can't get an appointment. I have had to wait 
nearly 3 weeks for my appointment to come round by pre-booking 

60. Phone engaged solid 8am to 8.45 am 
61. Make contact by telephone easier. Keep appointments to 10 minutes as advised. Try to keep 

appointments as near to time as possible, have waited 30 minutes to 1 hour in past 
62. Phone always busy until at least 9am then most appointments gone. Also very hard to see 

doctor of choice 
63. When I phone for an appointment I am invariably told there is 1 call ahead of me. This call 

appears to last between 20 minutes to 35 minutes. I give up and visit the surgery personally! 
64. If you are not aware that you can book by phone from 8am and doors open at 8.30am its 

possible all bookings can be gone if you queue at door at 8.30am to come in to book. The 
phone queue competing against the door queue. 

65. Trying to get through at 8am is terrible 
66. My husband used to come and queue for an appointment before 8.30 due to length of time on 

phone 
67. If you can get through! Cut out the messages at the beginning of the phone call 
68. Hopefully the time change to 8am will make it easier to contact reception and make the task 

of making an appointment less time consuming 
69. Better being able to phone at 8am waiting time in surgery on average 45 minutes 

unacceptable especially when waiting with a sick child 
70. I do not like automated answer service. While I wait I am paying for phone call and often have 

to phone back 
71. Re-phoning from 8am - think it’s a good idea but should have been informed of the change 
72. By making it easier to make appointment by phone not so long to wait for pre-booked 

appointments. Results line staffed even when staff training taking place. 
73. Difficult to get through on the phone sometimes 
74. New system very good 
75. 20 minute delay. Should have sent letter out telling people had changed the time to make 

appointments to 8am. I was ringing at 8.30 and all gone also thought surgery open to make 
appointments at 8am so waiting outside and didn't open until 8.30 so had to ring standing 
outside 
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76. Maybe more people on switchboard at eight. However we do not know how many you have! 
Seems to take ages to answer. However very efficient when answered 

77. A little early for those who do not have to get up for work or children i.e. retired 
78. We still find it VERY frustrating hanging on the end of the phone waiting to get through for 

appointment 
79. Don't wait so long on the phone 
80. When phoning for appointment greeting message is far too long 
81. Happy with the change but can never get through which can take 20 to 30 minutes at least. 

As a working person this time can be an inconvenience 
82. I am pleased you can book earlier however I haven't been able to get an earlier appointment 

than 9.30am - I also think the practice should have more late evenings available to book as I 
can never get an appointment for Monday pm and I work 8 to 6 pm. I have also had to wait for 
over half an hour to be seen many times 

83. If you can't get through on the phone at 8am by 8.20am all the appointments are gone for the 
day. Patient announcement system is not clear or loud enough 

84. Be able to see doctor of choice don't like 8am booking as we have problems with disability 
and by time we can phone all appointments are gone 

85. Phoning for appointments is not good still also what about people who don't have a computer! 
86. Telephone booking very difficult indeed 
87. A lot better being able to book from 8am 
88. Have more people on the phones. Make the length of time waiting in the practice a bit shorter 

because its full of sick people and you could catch something 
89. Shorten waiting times for appointments. More telephone lines. Better Customer Service on 

phones 
90. Sometimes not possible to phone 08.00 to 09.00 hrs as driving to work and then after 09.30 

more difficult to get appointment - generally very happy with surgery 
91. Still problems with getting through - most appointments taken when you do get through; don't 

always see the doctor you need to 
92. I usually phone for an appointment and often find that by the time I get through after 

continuous re-dialling - I am unable to get an appointment with the doctor I request 
93. Be able to book appointments more than 4 weeks in advance, be able to get through on the 

phone - Maybe more phone lines 
94. Appointments at 8am are extremely difficult to make as phone lines are so busy. Once 

through appointments……… 
95. Don't think will be able to get through on the phone. Have more slots for employment 

bookings also it is very difficult to see the doctor you want in a timely fashion 
96. Telephone appointment can't get through and I finally manage it all appointments are gone, if 

you need to go to work it just doesn't work 
97. Shorten the often long time to answer  the phone - it often takes too long 
98. More people on phones in morning on opening 
99. Today was the first time I have ever got through to the surgery immediately, which was great. 

Generally in the past I have phoned constantly for 10 to 30 minutes to get through and often 
too late to get a suitable appointment. Possibly it is the 8am start that made such a huge 
improvement - would like access to water for drinking 

100. It can be really difficult making an appointment by phone. As this morning I phoned from 8am 
to 8.50am before getting through. From then on all fine and saw my doctor on same day 

101. Make appointments easier to make, as you have to ring really early to make an appointment 
and you can never get through when you do there aren't no appointments left 

102. When one eventually gets through by telephone all the appointments have gone - very 
frustrating 

103. I haven't managed to get a phone appointment since time change which is too early for me 
104. By having more contact numbers to book as it takes a while to get through 
105. Do not like having to phone every morning to get an appointment. Has taken 3 attempts in the 

past very frustrating 
106. I seemed to get through far quicker on the phone this morning. Not sure if I was just lucky!! 

On the last couple of occasions I have not been able to get an appointment and had to take 
my daughter to Eastham OOH. The service there was fantastic 

107. Hard to get through on the phone. When visited in past always had a long wait to see the 
doctor 

108. Being able to book appointments from 8am is a huge appointment 
109. I waited for over half an hour over my appointment time and was in a lot of pain. Seems to 

happen every time I am at the surgery On the other hand 8am start time to ring is fabulous for 
me as I leave for work at 8:15 and find it difficult to ring at 8:30 
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110. I wish you could phone for an appointment on a Saturday the same as Mon-Fri The change to 
8am phone bookings is much appreciated as this doesn't clash with the school run 

111. Phone is always engaged 
112. The only problem is when I always call in the right time there is no more available when in fact 

its even the correct time (with every time I call) to be honest its useless calling for there is 
even a queue outside by not booking their appointment through telephone 

113. Having to press re-dial over and over for up to 20 mins trying to make an appointment is 
stressful 

 
ALL 224 COMMENTS ON APPOINTMENTS (44%) 

1. See the doctor straight away. Otherwise excellent service 
2. Find it difficult to get an appointment on the day, also for a booked appointment waiting time 

can be over 7 days 
3. Main problems arise when you have to wait 3 weeks for a pre booked appointment to see the 

original doctor from beginning of illness, or when all appointments taken by 8.30am and 
offered telephone consultation. 

4. Being able to get an appointment on the day, probably with my doctor 
5. More appointments available on the day. Need to know when doctors I wish to see are in the 

surgery. Too many only in this morning …etc. don't know where I stand 
6. Not happy with early morning queuing as all the appointments have gone for others. This is 

just NOT ACCEPTABLE 
7. Telephone booking - I ring at 8.30 and all the bookings have gone 
8. Could be easier to make an appointment on the day required 
9. More consideration to be given to patients who work full time when trying to arrange 

appointments. The 8am phone lines should help. My experience on this occasion was 
relatively straightforward but previously my ticks would average/poor waiting time usually 30 
minutes plus, no apology or explanation 

10. More flexible appointments to see your own GP 
11. I find it can prove difficult to get an appointment ON THE DAY even though I have many 

illnesses and sometimes can't or don't see a doctor 
12. Make it easier to make an appointment for working people 
13. Reduce amount of time to wait for appointment with specified doctor 
14. I would like to say that being able to phone for an appointment from 8am is an excellent idea. 

It saves me from queuing outside the surgery from 8am. Thank you 
15. I am not in work today so able to ring at 8.30. usually when at work unable to use phone 

(8am-11.45) It is impossible to get an appointment that/next day even with pre-bookable. 
Appointment for 10.30 Checked in at 10.25. said doctor was on time - called in at 10.40. 
telephone consultations can be weeks in advance from mine an families experience. 

16. Whilst I realise this is a busy practice I feel that continuity of care is important and it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to see the same doctor each time 

17. Not being able to book appointments for a certain day in advance is a nuisance for people 
who work days 

18. Have more appointments available - or a different system in place for full time workers 
19. If it is an emergency then you should be able to book in advance 
20. Although sometimes difficult to get actual appointment at surgery, telephone appointment is 

always offered and is very helpful 
21. Would like to be able to see specific GP more easily than at the moment 
22. Booking appointments difficult, too many phone consultations. Pre-bookable appointments in 

short supply 
23. Have appointments times on a weekly basis instead of trying to pre-book an appointment. 

Wait too long to see doctors. Can wait weeks before you see who you want 
24. I'd be happier if I were able to book an appointment / non-urgent / for the doctor of my choice 

on a quicker basis. I'm unhappy with having to wait a month or two weeks to see the doctor of 
my choice 

25. To be able to make an appointment over the phone for the following day when unable to get 
an appointment that day 

26. Be able to book appointments in advance 
27. Pre-book (i.e.) next day appointment, then perhaps there is a chance of an appointment with 

doctor of choice 
28. It would be beneficial to have continuity with one doctor. I know this isn't always possible, but 

sometimes with long standing illness it is more helpful to patient / hospital 
29. Telephone poor first thing in the morning. Working full time difficult to get an appointment - 

better but still a problem now I am part time. Extended opening hours with more priority for 
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working patients.  I feel I need to also mention the reception staff and doctors are very caring, 
helpful and considerate 

30. As I am seeing a doctor regularly for an on going problem I don't have an issue getting an 
appointment but in the past it has been difficult as I work. It would be helpful to be able to pre-
book if you work Monday to Friday 9-4 so you can arrange times with work bosses 

31. Sometimes I have phoned at 8.30am and found the surgery is fully booked. How can a 
surgery become fully booked within the space of 5 minutes phoning up? Apart from this happy 
with everything 

32. No matter what time you get through on the phone it is really a gamble whether you actually 
get an appointment at the practice rather than a telephone consultation and almost never do 
you get the GP you ask for 

33. Normally takes 3 weeks if you want to pre-book with Dr Burke 
34. Need longer appointments than 10 minutes 
35. Allow patients to book appointments on-line 
36. I had to  book this appointment 3 weeks ago due to increased pain after a hip operation. I 

can't ring the morning of an appointment as I also have to arrange transport if I get an 
appointment.  Real problem for arranging transport 

37. Still not too happy about appointments 
38. Be able to book appointments online 
39. Only problem I experience is that when you ring for an appointment at 8.30 they have all 

usually gone 
40. By making it possible to book appointments 1 or 2 days in advance 
41. Most important to my husband and I is to be able to see our usual doctor even if it means a 

wait except in infections i.e. sore throat 
42. I find it very difficult to get appointment over the phone, you either have to get down before 

surgery opens or sometimes wait days 
43. I feel it is difficult to make an appointment if you feel you need one at short notice. It is also a 

problem for people who are at work to get an appointment that will tie into work. I have found 
it very difficult to get an appointment with the doctor of choice, who may remember my 
history? I do find the treatment from doctors good and am grateful for all the treatment I have 
received 

44. Why was I told to phone back at 9.30am when the lines are open at 8am? Apart from the 
above query the usual experiences in practice are fine 

45. Shorter time to see my own doctor - or even any doctor! 
46. Even though the phone in time has been altered it is still difficult to get an appointment 
47. I have always found staff extremely helpful and always managed to get an appointment on 

the day but I do always phone at 8 and after a few times get through only issue is that 
appointments are always running late but normally only by 10 to 15 minutes 

48. Would like to pre-book appointment rather than ring every day 
49. Appointments are very poor and have been for a long time 
50. Can never get through on phone first thing of morning, when I get through it is fully booked 
51. If a doctor asks to see you again you should be able to book the appointment before you 

leave the surgery 
52. Ease of getting appointments needs urgently improving 
53. Having been told to see a doctor at Arrow park when tablets ran out at end of August I am still 

waiting an appointment 13 October. 
54. Sometimes appointments are fully booked by 9am would like to be able to ring later and still 

get appointment that day. Self check in is a great service 
55. Let us see our own doctors - never can lately 
56. It is very difficult to see a doctor when needed 
57. telephone very poor. Appointments usually gone when eventually phone is answered 
58. More appointments later for people who work 
59. I work and find that I have to wait a long time to see a GP of my choice when sometimes I 

would like to see them urgently. No continuity with the same GP now seeing 3 not satisfactory 
60. Problems getting through on phone. I come down and make appointment but everyone has 

this problem 
61. More advance appointments 
62. Reduce time in waiting area. Would like to see my own doctor than someone else 
63. 30 minutes wait in surgery. To be able to book appointment with doctor of choice when 

advised by doctor to book immediately when symptoms re-occur 
64. Very frustrating sometimes to discover no appointment with my chosen doctor could not be 

given for that day - even at 8.15am Always told ring tomorrow - Past experience waited 3 
days to see a doctor only after coming to surgery at 8.30am and insisting one - saw a locum. 
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Why can't appointments be made in the diary. We ring doctors because its urgent to be seen 
suffering in the meantime ringing next day etc. etc. 

65. As I work full time it would be helpful to book appointments in advance. Quicker ring back on 
over the phone consultations 

66. I would like it to be less difficult to make an appointment - very stressful 
67. 20 minutes wait. 4 weeks to get an appointment. Should have a water dispenser for patients. 

Don't like to have to discus so much details with the reception staff just to get an appointment. 
Can't understand if they're trying to squeeze you in but otherwise don't think it is always 
necessary to ask about your illness 

68. More pre-bookable appointments available to keep visiting the same doctor 
69. Having male appointments available. There are never enough appointments and it should be 

possible to book an appointment for any day and not just hope you are able to get an 
appointment the day you call practice 

70. Needs to be more appointments available in morning 
71. This is an improvement as I feel little allowance made for patients who work but still need to 

book an appointment 
72. Make it easier to see the doctor you want to see, also make pre-booked appointment more 

available. Wait times in the past have been poor with wait times coming up to almost an hour 
73. Calling up at 8am no one answered the phone when they did I was told that there was no 

appointments till the week after when I had been calling every day for a week 
74. Early appointments (for those at work) 
75. Hopefully doctor not running 30 minutes behind when waiting with a young child. Didn't know 

about new times (8am) so all telephone consultations had gone when I rang at 8.30 
76. Should be able to book appointments in advance i.e. the day after or in a few days. People 

like myself, due to work commitments, cannot get to a phone first thing in the morning 
77. Rang previous day for appointment, non available, although there were appointments for next 

day unable to pre-book 
78. Is 8am for same day appointment. Rarely use the practice so didn't know about 8am change I 

have phoned previously when ill and I couldn't get an appointment for days. I don't know who 
my actual doctor is? 

79. I get annoyed when trying to make an appointment. I start dialling on time but it is usually 30 
minutes or more before I get through only to be told all appointments for that day have gone. I 
do hope you can sort this problem out - Thanks 

80. If doctor needs to see patients again because very poorly doctors should be able to make that 
appointment before patient leaves 

81. No appointment left when eventually one can get through on the phone 
82. It can take a long time to make an appointment with the GP of choice 
83. Would like to book in advance if unavailable at 8am due to work commitments.  I work away 

from home so makes things difficult to make arrangements 
84. Personally it is very difficult to get through at opening time then as an employed person it is 

difficult to get an appointment sooner rather than much later and at convenient times around 
employment 

85. Unable to get through on the phone when calling at 8am. Phones are engaged and more 
often than not unable to get doctor of choice or an appointment that is convenient. Also 
waiting time is ridiculous you can spend up to an hour and a half waiting for your 
appointments, it is annoying and time consuming - MUST IMPROVE 

86. Me and my husband visited GP today. I did not need an appointment however the reception 
lady was wonderful and very helpful. However this is not the same practice each time - very 
often the issue is that we cannot get an appointment when needed. 

87. Some later appointments options e.g. open till 7.30pm would be helpful 
88. Had to wait 1 and a half weeks for my appointment this is not good enough! 
89. I am unable to ring at such early hours so by the time I can call there are no appointments left 

and you're not allowed to book in advance. Leaving me with severe problems getting an 
appointment 

90. I work shifts so cannot get appointments around these times. I cannot pre-book an 
appointment and am unable to ring in the mornings. I work early 6am to 2pm. I think there 
should be a bit more flexibility for shift workers 

91. 30 minutes wait. Had to wait for over a week for a bookable appointment after hours. Work in 
NHS and very hard to get time off work need more bookable appointments out of hours. Also 
very hard to get through in morning to book an appointment when I usually get through they're 
all gone for the day 

92. Ability to make appointment online would take pressure off switchboard! It took 65 calls to get 
through!! 

93. Registering the day before on website for appointments the next day 
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94. 20 minutes wait. Greater flexibility for children. Sometimes can't get appointment which is not 
good enough 

95. Arranging an appointment today was extremely satisfying however it has taken me 3 weeks to 
do this!  I have telephoned on many occasions from 8am to be met by Tracey's voice on the 
answerphone telling me the surgery is closed 

96. As a long-distance lorry driver I have no chance of getting an appointment (It helps if I don't 
work) I have to go to the hospital like my friend in my trade. Can they turn up the speaker 

97. Had to wait 3 weeks to see my own doctor Not happy with the mammogram system as going 
by the surgery I will be nearly 53 as to when I have mine not 50 so this needs to be improved. 
Should have been called a year and a half ago. NOT GOOD ENOUGH AS TO THE RISE IN 
BREAST CANCER 

98. More pre-bookable appointments for non-emergencies, particularly outside school and work 
hours 

99. I was unable to see GP of my choice as appointments were not "up on screens" for next 3 
weeks. Improvement in computer system + receptionist having more information would help 

100. 50 minute wait. Shorter waiting times. Better opportunities to make non-urgent appointments 
101. Be able to book appointments in advance i.e. if you ring from 8am to 9am and still can't get 

through and when you do are told there are no more appointments available then maybe 
instead of being told to ring again in the morning an appointment would be booked for the 
next day. 

102. The long recorded messages when I phone drive me round the bend. I don't understand when 
I should make a "non-urgent" appointment or phone early in the morning. I feel the 
government statistics probably get in the way of best practice. The doctors, nurses and 
reception staff are all very good. 

103. Although being able to phone early you still can't get an appointment. I have had to wait 
nearly 3 weeks for my appointment to come round by pre-booking 

104. Be able to see the doctor of my choice 
105. 45 minutes last week! Continuity of care - never see same doctor for same condition. Almost 

impossible to make follow up appointment for blood pressure check when recommended by 
doctor 

106. 22 minute wait More available appointments. Generally a half hour wait from appointments 
time 

107. Can't get same day appointment. Duty doctor (telephone consultation) not work well for me - 
feel need to see doctor 

108. Phone always busy until at least 9am then most appointments gone. Also very hard to see 
doctor of choice 

109. If you are not aware that you can book by phone from 8am and doors open at 8.30am its 
possible all bookings can be gone if you queue at door at 8.30am to come in to book. The 
phone queue competing against the door queue. 

110. TWO PEOPLE: Diary not available yet for next month when trying to book a routine 
appointment for 4 weeks time. 

111. Pre-bookable appointments surgery or phone consultation should be available. It's very 
frustrating to have to call at 8am on the day 

112. More employment appointments. Increase in availability of Blood Testing appointments 
113. I made this appointment with the nurse 1 month ago. I used the computer check-in system 
114. I had a 2 week wait for an after work appointment. It wasn't urgent so didn't want to take up a 

same day appointment (which is also difficult when working) Far too long a delay waiting 
nearly 2 weeks 

115. I waited nearly 3 weeks to see the doctor of my choice and had to wait nearly 3 weeks after 
my scan to see her for the result. I find this unsatisfactory 

116. Availability of appointments for certain doctors 
117. Being able to pre-book with the doctor you want with a shorter wait 
118. By allowing to book an appointment for the following day if there is none available on the day 

you ring 
119. Make appointments in advance 
120. My own doctor not always available 
121. Able to book an appointment in advance rather than phoning on the day. Especially for none 

urgent problems or regular check ups 
122. Difficulty to book appointment and arrange time off work - would like to pre book if possible 
123. Make it easier to make an appointment 
124. Better waiting time and better appointment services as at the moment you can only book an 

appointment for the same day 
125. The current practice for booking appointments is hopeless it is just not working. I would rather 

just wait in the surgery for a doctor on the day, or be able to book in advance 
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126. No idea but it’s a pain in the neck seeing a different doctor for each appointment 
127. Would like to pre-book appointments and not have to wait weeks for them 
128. Regarding todays appointment I'm very pleased but past experiences I have had difficulty 

getting an appointment 
129. Appointment last time was cancelled and we were not informed 
130. It has taken 6 weeks to get an appointment 
131. By giving appointment with a doctor not with consultation over the phone 
132. Its still hit and miss getting an appointment within a week 
133. More pre-bookable appointments for after 4.30pm - usually about a 3 to 4 week wait for 

specific doctor 
134. By making it easier to make appointment by phone not so long to wait for pre-booked 

appointments. Results line staffed even when staff training taking place. 
135. Difficult in getting appointments 
136. I have waited 3 weeks for a pre-bookable appointment, this being the earliest available 
137. Nurse or doctor tells patient to book doctors appointment in next few days but nothing 

available !! 
138. There are no appointments after 5pm I am unable to drive and my partner doesn't finish work 

till 5pm. I am still grateful for an appointment on the same day but had to get a taxi. 
139. Patient on ALISON'S LIST but no appointments available - happened more than once 
140. 20 minute delay. Should have sent letter out telling people had changed the time to make 

appointments to 8am. I was ringing at 8.30 and all gone also thought surgery open to make 
appointments at 8am so waiting outside and didn't open until 8.30 so had to ring standing 
outside 

141. As I work being able to book later appointments would be useful. Its very hard to try and 
arrange time off on the day. 

142. 20 minute wait. Have attended the surgery 4 times in the last 3 months and have seen 4 
different doctors which is bad as you have to explain everything from the beginning 

143. I only found out by accident that you can now make an appointment from 8am It has not been 
conveyed to patients properly. Also many patients are not aware that you can book 
appointments in advance now. You can't hear the doctors call your name over the PA system 
and there is no PA in the toilet areas 

144. More bookable appointments 
145. I was allocated a doctor but wanted a female and got one. Don't know how to complain but 

would ask to speak to Practice Manager for help and guidance 
146. It is difficult to get appointments with the doctor of your choice when in work as work 

appointments are well booked up. Maybe make more available a little outside the normal 
times maybe just before people finish work 

147. Make it easier to pre-book appointments sometimes the appointment is not urgent, but still 
need to see a doctor 

148. Waiting time in surgery too long. Please be more considerate to people who have to go to 
work. Just because you need to see a GP doesn't mean you are sick! On many occasions I 
have rung at 8.30 (appreciate now its 8am) and been unable to make an appointment for the 
same day as already fully booked - yet unable to pre-book an appointment ??? 

149. More appointments available to pre-book in advance of the day 
150. Have not seen my actual doctor in over 10 years if not longer. Appointment to see someone 

about my arthritis have to wait 2 weeks for appointment 
151. Appointment system totally unsatisfactory 
152. Make an appointment for any day you want it 
153. Sort out appointments 
154. Remove "grilling" before an appointment can be made 
155. It would be nice to be able to see own doctor when needed and to pre-book appointments 
156. Keep Monday nights and Saturday AM for people who work full-time only 
157. To be able to book to see the doctor of your choice 
158. I would like to be able to get an appointment when I want one - you never can 
159. More opportunity to advance book appointments with specific doctor 
160. Doctor told me to book another appointment before I left 6 weeks from now.  Unable to book 6 

weeks ahead!! 
161. This appointment was for my 93 year old mother-in-law to have a flu jab. You should consider 

home appointments for elderly patients 
162. I would like not to have to wait for weeks to see my own doctor even for a routine medicine 

review 
163. Doctor of choice in advance i.e. 2 to 3 days 
164. Appointments difficult to get on day needed 
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165. I am pleased you can book earlier however I haven't been able to get an earlier appointment 
than 9.30am - I also think the practice should have more late evenings available to book as I 
can never get an appointment for Monday pm and I work 8 to 6 pm. I have also had to wait for 
over half an hour to be seen many times 

166. If you can't get through on the phone at 8am by 8.20am all the appointments are gone for the 
day. Patient announcement system is not clear or loud enough 

167. The organising of appointments isn't up to scratch 
168. Be able to see doctor of choice don't like 8am booking as we have problems with disability 

and by time we can phone all appointments are gone 
169. Booking appointments can be difficult 
170. I don't agree with doctors phoning you for a consultation when you feel you need to see a 

doctor 
171. The problem is getting appointments today I didn't have a problem as I pre-booked last month 

for my blood test but if you need an appointment on a day if you fall ill its nearly impossible to 
get one. Think you should be able to book appointments for next day if you are not able to get 
one instead of having to go through the process of ringing and ringing the next day in the 
hope you are lucky and they can fit you in 

172. When rang at 9am all appointments and telephone appointments are gone, so told sorry we 
can't help today. I find it wrong we cannot pre-book, sometimes its taken me a long time to get 
appointment 

173. If the GP wants to see me in six weeks it is difficult to book the appointment as I can only pre-
book for four weeks. That change would be good 

174. Good today as was only giving blood. My last experience - I was left waiting an hour to see 
doctor. Saw locum who could not help and then could not make appointment to see correct 
doctor until following Tuesday - was not happy 

175. Book appointments online would be very helpful 
176. Shorten waiting times for appointments. More telephone lines. Better Customer Service on 

phones 
177. Called yesterday no appointment, went Out of Hours, back today had to have doctor ring me 

this morning to see I could get an appointment today 
178. Sometimes not possible to phone 08.00 to 09.00 hrs as driving to work and then after 09.30 

more difficult to get appointment - generally very happy with surgery 
179. Still have to visit for appointment with certain doctor. Nurse excellent team work 
180. Still problems with getting through - most appointments taken when you do get through; don't 

always see the doctor you need to 
181. Later evening surgery in week 
182. See GPs more often (i.e. not telephone consultation) 
183. I usually phone for an appointment and often find that by the time I get through after 

continuous re-dialling - I am unable to get an appointment with the doctor I request 
184. Hard to get appointment on same day 
185. Be able to book appointments more than 4 weeks in advance, be able to get through on the 

phone - Maybe more phone lines 
186. Being able to book a week in advance may alleviate the panic phone calls when you open 
187. Unhappy with service/appointments taken me 3 weeks to obtain appointment with female 

doctor, shift worker not able to have booked appointment. Experience of daughter unable to 
get appointment for 8 week old baby. Had to travel by bus to A&E childrens at APH 

188. To be able to arrange a telephone consultation with a doctor via appointment made not just at 
8am or so but up to 2pm 

189. Don't think will be able to get through on the phone. Have more slots for employment 
bookings also it is very difficult to see the doctor you want in a timely fashion 

190. Are there enough appointments for same day. Still difficult to get through at 8am 
191. I was only seeing the nurse today and these appointments are easy to get but getting to see a 

doctor is very hard I have now tried 3 times to get an appointment with the doctor I saw 1 
month ago and wanted to see me in a months time but the system won't let then book so far 
ahead so far I have still not got an appointment with this doctor so it will be about 6 weeks 
since my last appointment before I see them 

192. Telephone appointment can't get through and I finally manage it all appointments are gone, if 
you need to go to work it just doesn't work 

193. To see my own doctor as they know your medical history. Auto open or "Disabled Pad" on 
corridor door by reception to GP rooms for wheelchair users!! 

194. Normally arranging an appointment is very poor especially for working people. However had 
no problems today 
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195. It is very annoying not to be able to pre-book an appointment with required doctor. A massive 
bug bear with me if you are having regular contact with a particular doctor not to be able to 
pre-book 

196. Would like to phone up and see my own doctor of choice. More often, more so when have 
health problems that are on going that own GP is aware of 

197. The doctor asked me to book a smear. The receptionist (nicely) explained I could not - as a 
result of the admin team not having put the clinic on yet! Ring next week :-( 

198. Make appointments easier to make, as you have to ring really early to make an appointment 
and you can never get through when you do there aren't no appointments left 

199. To be able to pre-book appointments better as they are very limited 
200. Although generally good it can sometimes be hard to get an appointment on the day - and 

with doctor of your choice 
201. 20 minute wait. Last week the doctor asked me to make an appointment for 3 weeks time. I 

was unable to make the appointment and was asked to ring on 31st October 
202. Improve appointment arrangements please 
203. Today was successful, yesterday couldn't get appointment. Chose another doctor today 
204. When one eventually gets through by telephone all the appointments have gone - very 

frustrating 
205. By being able to see the doctor of my choice 
206. I think we should be able to book appointments ourselves through the internet and once a slot 

has been taken that’s it, also I think the reception staff should be aware that they are not 
medically trained so if someone needs an urgent appointment a doctor should be informed 
and decide if the patient needs to be seen 

207. Possibility of booking appointments or a selection of appointments online for people who work 
early hours and cannot phone at 8am 

208. It would be helpful to have more pre-bookable appointments as I work full time and it's not 
always possible to call at 8am due to my line of work. Saturday morning appointments pre-
bookable would be good. Reception staff always pleasant and helpful 

209. Able to book an appointment the day after being refused for the day you have phoned - "after 
8.30". Make more employment appointments available 

210. Being able to see the GP requested for continuity of care 
211. Asked to book doctor again in 6 weeks before leaving today but system would not let do it 
212. Able to see the doctor of choice for each appointment 
213. Able to see the doctor of your choice each appointment 
214. Appointment today was pre-booked 4 weeks so ok at Dr's request I can understand the 

reason for telephoning/speaking to a doctor prior to making an appointment but it can be at 
time consuming process that only increases the time to see a doctor and general level of 
anxiety. Surely if you feel you need to see a doctor you should be able to make an 
appointment not wait a couple of days to be telephoned and then wait to make an 
appointment? I do not feel it is beneficial change in surgery practice. 

215. Have more pre-bookable appointments it is still difficult to get through to make an 
appointment 

216. I wish you could phone for an appointment on a Saturday the same as Mon-Fri The change to 
8am phone bookings is much appreciated as this doesn't clash with the school run 

217. If possible to have more appointments free on the day for emergency cases and more 
availability to your doctor 

218. More opening limes later 
219. More opening time later 
220. Opening hours outside normal working hours 
221. Opening times outside normal hours 
222. The only problem is when I always call in the right time there is no more available when in fact 

its even the correct time (with every time I call) to be honest its useless calling for there is 
even a queue outside by not booking their appointment through telephone 

223. Only comment is that pre booked appointments are not easy to get 
224. HAVE YET TO SEE THE SAME PERSON TWICE - THE TIME WASTED REPEATING 

WHAT WAS SAID ON THE LAST VISIT COULD SURELY BE BETTER USED 
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45 MISC POSITIVE COMMENTS (9%) 
1. THE SITE HAS IMPROVED CONSIDERABLY - EASE OF NAVIGATION IS MUCH BETTER 
2. I don't think you can improve on already excellent service.  I am diabetic and I cannot fault the 

service and attention I receive. 
3. I am happy to take life as it is - keep up your care and attention - thankyou 
4. We've no problems with the surgery or staff 
5. Doesn't need improving 
6. Quite happy with same 
7. Quite satisfied, the staff have always been nice 
8. No improvements come to mind 
9. Don't have anything to say 
10. I would not improve anything 
11. Keep up the good work 
12. Happy with practice in all ways 
13. Have been well served by EGP for over 50 years Thankyou 
14. Can't improve the service, as service is excellent and the staff are superb 
15. As a new patient I don't have any problems at this time 
16. Everything fine 
17. It is pretty perfect 
18. On the whole I am satisfied 
19. I am satisfied 
20. Very happy 
21. I think the present operation is working well and I have no complaints 
22. Satisfactory at the moment 
23. Always had good help and no problems with the practice, very happy with doctor 
24. Doing a good job - excellent 
25. On the whole I think everything works quite well. It suits my every need 
26. I am a first time patient. Everyone very helpful and pleasing. So glad I changed from 

Riverside. Well done Eastham Clinic 
27. Happy with the services 
28. I came along first to get advice on symptoms of heart attack. After speaking to receptionist 

and recounting my experience ECG was done and I was seen by doctor. Excellent service.  
29. This appointment is a follow-up from Blood Test - so excellent as it was done for me 
30. Everything is OK  
31. No complaints 
32. Very good 
33. I think its very good - no problems 
34. Very satisfied - thankyou. The whole team are excellent and so very helpful when I have 

asked for anything 
35. Quite good service stay as is 
36. No change 
37. Pleased with service provided 
38. No need to - all staff friendly and helpful 
39. Keep up the good work 
40. I don't think you could improve the service much more than it is 
41. Very pleased with the way queries are sorted out kindly and politely. Couldn't complain about 

anything 
42. Already an excellent practice. Staff always pleasant and efficient. All medical staff excellent 
43. Overall very satisfied with service provided 
44. I am happy with the way it is 
45. I think this surgery is very obliging and efficient 
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Information from the practice Newsletter: 
 

There are on average 200 appointments available each day to see a doctor.  It also states - 
we offer on average 140 appointments each day to see a doctor that day – a total of 700 per 
week.  
 

There are occasions when all the appointments for that day have been taken but there are 
other alternatives. You can request a telephone consultation with a doctor where a doctor 
will call you back later that morning and if following the telephone consultation feels it is 
necessary to see you in clinic, will make an appointment to see you that day. You can pre-
book some appointments with doctors for up to 4 weeks in advance if it is not urgent. If you 
work and it is hard to get time off to attend the doctors during normal practice hours, you can 
request an Employment Appointment for before 9am and after 5pm each day as well as an 
appointment during the late night surgery on a Monday and the Saturday morning surgery. 
 
Information from the Practice website: 
 
Dr Huddlestone  Bush  Burke  Pigott  Porteous  Cooke  Cowan  Fleet 

Mon  --- Morning All Day All Day 
Alt Mon 

Afternoon 
All Day All Day All Day 

Tue  All Day All Day Morning All Day Morning All Day Morning All Day 

Wed  All Day --- All Day ---- Afternoon Morning All Day All Day 

Thur  All Day 
Half  

Morning All Day All Day All Day --- -- 
Afternoon 

Fri  All Day Morning Morning Afternoon All Day ---- All Day All Day 

Sat  Alt Alt Alt Alt Alt Alt Alt Alt 
 

The above equates to Monday 5.75 FTE, Tuesday 6.5 FTE, Wednesday 5 FTE, Thursday 
4.75 FTE Friday 5.5 FTE and requires 36 appointments per doctor per day (18 per half day) 
to achieve 990 appointments per week, an average of 198 per day, which is as close as 
simple maths allows to the stated 200 per day.  How are 200 appointments each day  
possible when taking into account other activities / clinics etc? 

It is not clear what “---“ indicates. 
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